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     IMPORTANT VOCAB Of “Another warning on 

warming”  

 Sustainable(adj+) सतत, continuous. 

 To be no 1is good but what is better is a sustainable development 

there.  

 Eradicate(v) जड़ से उखाड़ना, destroy completely. 

 We should go forward and try to eradicate all the foul practices in 

our society. 

 Adaptation(n+)  अनुकूलन, adjustment. 

 Whenever the Australians come to India during Summer for any 

series, they have to adapt a lot here with the climate.  

 Trivial(adj-) तुच्छ, unimportant. 

 Time is very important for you these days. Don’t spend your time in 

trivial affairs. 

 Strenuous(adj+) उद्योगी, laborious, difficult. 

 If there is clarity in your vision, achieving your target will not be 

strenuous for you. 

IMPORTANT VOCAB Of “Another warning on 

warming” 

 Hurricane(n-) तूफान, storm. 

 The news of death of her single child was like a hurricane to her which 

she could not bear.   

 Withstand(v+) सामना, face. 

 It was the determination of the keralites that they withstood the 

devastating flood. 

 Threshold(n+) द्वार, door step, entrance. 

 Scientists believe that our earth is standing at the threshold of 6th mass 

extinction.  

 Synergy(n+) तालमेल, equilibrium. 

 Have you seen Sachin or kohli playing the straight drive or the cover 

drive shots? A perfect synergy of hand-eye co-ordination. 

 Deliberations(n+) विचार-विमर्श, discussions. 

 Can you remember the deliberations that usually happen at the time 

when people go to look for a bride? Its quite funny. 

           IMPORTANT VOCAB Of “Another warning on 

warming” 

 Numerous(adj+) बहुत, many. 

 We can find numerous examples of mob lynching during the English 

period in India 

 Depict(v+) वचवित करना, describe. 

 In this EditorialGuru we try to depict everything that is necessary for 

your exams. 

 Collaborate(v+) सहयोग करना, co-operate. 

 We need to collaborate one another in order to raise the standards of 

our society. 

 Pledges(n+) प्रवतज्ञा, vows, promises. 

 Take a pledge that you all will succeed in life and clear the IBPS 

CLERK 2018.  

 Afforestation(n+) िनरोपण, plantation. 

 Afforestation is the only method to save our planet from global 

warming. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

TOLL FREE No :  1800-103-5225 (9 am to 6 pm 

https://mahendras.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VgIE5y7c2rs

